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Because of the large number of SAR images the Air Force generates and the 
dwindling number of available human analysts, automated methods must be developed. 
A key step towards automated SAR image analysis is image segmentation. There are 
many segmentation algorithms, but they have not been tested on a common set of images, 
and there are no standard test methods. This thesis evaluates four SAR image 
segmentation algorithms by running them on a common set of data and objectively 
comparing them to each other and to human segmentors. This objective comparison uses 
a multi-metric approach with a set of master segmentations as ground truth. The metric 
results are compared to a Human Threshold, which defines the performance of human 
segmentors compared to the master segmentations. Also, methods that use the multi- 
metrics to determine the best algorithm are developed. These methods show that of the 
four algorithms, Statistical Curve Evolution produces the best segmentations; however, 
none of the algorithms are superior to human segmentors. Thus, with the Human 
Threshold and Statistical Curve Evolution as benchmarks, this thesis establishes a new 
and practical framework for testing SAR image segmentation algorithms. 
IX 
An Objective Evaluation of Four SAR Image 
Segmentation Algorithms 
1   Introduction 
This thesis objectively compares four Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image 
segmentation algorithms. This chapter outlines the problem statement and discusses the 
thesis goal and organization. 
1.1 Problem Statement 
The Air Force has listed Information Superiority as one of its core competencies 
[AFDD-1, 1997:31]. To this end, there are numerous platforms for gathering 
information. Many of these platforms gather SAR data because it is relatively easy to do 
so and data collection can be done in any sort of weather [Kuttikkad and Chellappa, 
2000]. However, every time a SAR image is generated a human analyst must evaluate it. 
Because of the increasing number of available SAR images and the decreasing number of 
available human analysts, the Air Force needs automated SAR image analysis. The first 
step in this process is automated SAR image segmentation. 
It seems fortunate that a large number of image segmentation algorithms are 
available, as any search can quickly verify. However, this availability leads to the 
problem addressed in this thesis: how do we make a good decision about which SAR 
image segmentation algorithm is best? The problem deepens when we realize that the 
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SAR image data available for testing our segmentation algorithms has little or no 
associated truth data. The nature of SAR imagery forces this situation. We might be 
tempted to simply select a scene, gather some SAR data, photograph the same scene from 
the same angle and distance, and use the photograph for truth data. But SAR images and 
photographs have different properties. For example, microwave radar returns from an 
object in one pixel can spill over into another pixel, whereas these effects are much less 
noticeable in visible light systems. Thus, photographic truth data is not as useful for 
pixel-level ground truth as we might hope. 
However, even if truth data were available and we could state with certainty what the 
perfect segmentation of a SAR image should be, how would we deal with less than 
perfect segmentations? What do we do with two different segmentations of an image that 
are imperfect in two different ways? There are many metrics available that quantify the 
similarity between two different segmentations of the same image, but as Power has 
shown [Power, 2001], single metrics do not tell the whole story. Therefore, this thesis 
uses a multi-metric approach to deal with less than perfect segmentations. In particular, 
the similarity between segmentations is measured in multiple ways, and a combination of 
metrics is used to judge the quality of the segmentations. Also, since no truth data is 
available, the segmentations generated by the algorithms are compared with those 
generated by humans, which are termed master segmentations and are assumed to be 
ground truth. 
1.2 Thesis Goal 
The goal of this thesis is to determine whether any of the algorithms produce 
segmentations that are good enough to replace human segmentations and to show which 
of the algorithms is best. Additionally, this thesis develops a novel framework for testing 
SAR image segmentation algorithms. With the developed framework, objective answers 
to the questions posed in the Problem Statement are obtained. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses background topics such as 
SAR imagery, image segmentation, and segmentation metrics and describes the 
algorithms to be compared. Chapter 3 discusses the methodology for conducting 
comparison experiments and achieving results, while Chapter 4 presents and discusses 
the results. Finally, Chapter 5 states conclusions and indicates directions for future 
research. 
2   Background 
2.1 SAR Images 
The appeal of SAR imaging systems is widespread, and for good reason. Unlike 
electro-optical imaging systems, SAR can operate in any ambient light conditions, any 
weather conditions, and can even penetrate some foliage. This power does not come 
without a price, however. SAR images have inherent speckle. This speckle results from 
the coherent addition of returned radar signals reflected off multiple scatterers in a scene 
[Kuttikkad and Chellappa, 2000]. Because the signals travel various distances from the 
antenna to the scatterer and back to the antenna, their addition is sometimes in-phase 
(constructive) and sometimes out-of-phase (destructive). Because we cannot yet produce 
detailed computer simulations of multiple scatterers in a scene, we are forced to model 
this speckle statistically. Since speckle is induced by the scene and not the radar system, 
the statistical models represent the scene more than any aspect of the radar system. 
There is sufficient speckle in SAR images to make discernment of the edges nearly 
impossible. In particular, no two humans will segment a SAR image exactly the same 
way, because no two humans will "see" exactly the same edges in the image. Figure 1 
shows a SAR image with edges "seen" by two different humans and indicates that there 
are few if any agreed upon edges in the image (perhaps the bottom of the target, outlined 
in lighter gray in Figure 1, qualifies). The difficulty in agreeing upon edge locations is 
fundamental for SAR image segmentation. 
Figure 1—SAR Image of a tank and its shadow and two 
human segmentations (indicated by thin lines that 
outline the two objects). The variability of human 
segmentations is apparent. 
The situation is not entirely hopeless, however. Humans have been analyzing and 
successfully interpreting SAR images since the inception of SAR. Therefore, even 
though speckle is bothersome, differences in segmentations by humans do not keep us 
from interpreting the image. Thus image information can certainly be exploited by 
computer algorithms. We do not expect computer algorithms to agree any more on the 
edge locations than humans, but we would like them to agree at least as much as humans. 
Many probability density functions (PDFs) have been proposed to model SAR data, 
including Rayleigh, multi-variate complex Gaussian, Weibull, and K PDFs. Weisenseel 
[Weisenseel et al., 1999] showed that the MSTAR target chips, for example (the data 
used in this thesis), have magnitudes which correspond closely to the Weibull 
distribution. Statistical models can be used to perform reliable detection (i.e., 
determining the class from which a pixel is drawn) on the pixels in an image. 
SAR images can be collected any time of day or night. The speckle inherent in SAR 
makes it difficult to exploit this information, but humans can do so, and thus there must 
be sufficient information in the image to perform segmentation. 
2.2 Image Segmentation 
Image segmentation is a somewhat fuzzy concept. However, the general idea is to 
divide an image into regions which are homogenous internally with respect to some set of 
properties, and which differ from their neighboring regions with respect to some set of 
properties. For example, we might want to segment an image that contains a person into 
two regions: person and not-person. The regions are homogenous in that all of their 
pixels are in the designated classes. The segmentation process is relatively easy for a 
photograph and is accomplished unthinkingly by humans. 
However, humans bring a lifetime of learning and thinking to the segmentation 
problem, whereas a computer can do only what it is told, so the problem is significantly 
more difficult for a computer. Still, there are many successful image segmentation 
algorithms. The key is to define the properties that are to be homogenous inside regions 
and different between neighboring regions. If these properties can be calculated by a 
computer, the rest of the problem is relatively simple. Unfortunately, there is no single 
property that, for example, defines the class "person." A person's face and a person's 
clothes look entirely different, yet we are still able to determine that both the clothes and 
the face are "person." A computer may need many properties to make such distinctions. 
Image segmentation can be accomplished in essentially two different ways. One 
way is to label the class of every pixel in the image. Of the four segmentation algorithms 
presented in Section 2.5, three of them use this method. Another way is to find the 
borders (edges) which divide the regions from their neighbors. The fourth algorithm 
employs this method. 
2.3 Segmentation Metrics 
This section discusses the metrics used to judge segmentations and the need for more 
than one metric. The three metrics each measure a different aspect of the segmentation, 
and thus all three are necessary to make a good judgment about how good the 
segmentations are. 
2.3.1  Percent Pixels Same (PPS) 
This metric is the most straightforward of the three, and in some ways, it seems to 
offer the best measure of a segmentation. Given two binary (1 in the class of interest and 
0 everywhere else) segmentation maps of a particular class in the same image, S, and S2, 
we can compare them by simply finding the percentage of pixels that are classified the 
same way [Power and Awwal, 2000]: 
mPPS = ^— -y, (1) 
'2 
ij ij 
where the ® operator is a point-by-point multiplication of the two matrices, and the 
indices i,j run over the entire matrices. The denominator ensures that 0 < mpps < 1. If 
Sx is a master segmentation (assumed to be truth), then mpps is a measure of the quality 
of S2. Note that if Sx = S2, then mpps = 1 and S2 is declared to be perfect. Also, if S2 is 
0 everywhere, then mm = 0 and 52 is completely wrong. However, S2 = 0 is not the 
only way in which mPPS can be 0. 
If S2 has exactly the same shape as Sx but is shifted so that it is not found in any of 
the pixels where the 5, shape is located, then mPPS = 0, which is not necessarily a desired 
response. Something right is happening to get the correct shape, but this type of 
segmentation is deeply flawed, and mPPS does not give all the information necessary to 
judge S2. 
2.3.2 Partial Directed Hausdorff (PDH) 
For this metric we look at the edges of the segmentations, as defined by a set of 
vertices [Beauchemin et al, 1998]. Whereas PPS measures the mass of the segmentation 
that is correct, PDH measures the quantity of edge that is correct. Let A = {al,a2,...ap} 
be the set of points which define the edge around the master segmentation and let 
B = {bx,b2,...b } be the set of points which define the edge around the segmentation to be 
tested. The directed Hausdorff distance from A to B is defined as 
h(A,B) = max min(|a-ö||) 
aeA beB 
(2) 
which is the maximum distance between the points in A and their nearest corresponding 
neighbors in B. Expanding this equation produces the partial directed Hausdorff 




min(||a - b 
■ beB 
(3) 
for 1 < K < p . We see that the special case for K = p yields the directed Hausdorff 
distance. Also, we can set S = hK (A, B) and solve for K to find the number of points in 
A that are within 8 of a point in B, which is denoted KSAB. Finally, to normalize we 
divide by the number of points in the set A [Beauchemin et al, 1998]: 
v5 
m
PDH  = —— ■ (4) 
This metric is most representative of the differences between the segmentations when 
both edges have the same number of vertices and when the vertices densely sample the 
edges. Since this metric represents the difference between the edges, if A has many 
more points than B or vice-versa, the metric may be artificially high or artificially low. 
We solve this problem by sampling the edges in an equal angular fashion to generate 
equal numbers of points [Power and Awwal, 2000], as explained further in Section 3.5. 
However, this metric alone, just as in PPS, does not adequately measure all possible 
flawed segmentations. As for the PPS metric, a segmentation that is exactly the right 
shape, but in a different location in the image, has mPDH = 0. Something is clearly wrong 
with this segmentation, but something is right as well, so 0 is an inappropriate score. 
2.3.3 Complex Inner Product (CIP) 
This metric measures segmentation shape and is relatively invariant to scale, 
rotation, and shift [Power and Awwal, 2000]. It is loosely based on correlation, a 
standard matching method. For example, if we wish to determine whether or not a 
received one-dimensional signal y(t) is x(t), the one we seek, we simply correlate 
[Stremler, 1990] the received signal with the reference signal, i.e., 
oo 
Ky(j)= \x(t-r)y{t)dt. (5) 
— OO 
However, the shape of the correlation function depends strongly on the two signals, even 
in the case of a perfect match. What is desired is that the correlation function in the case 
of a perfect match be Rmalch (T) = S(T-T0), where S(t) is the dirac delta function, which, 
of course, is not possible for correlation except for the autocorrelation of ideal noise. 
However, this result is obtained for any function by the inverse filter 
Rc'P(T)=]IHleJ^df (6) 
_{X(f) 
where Y(f) o y(t) and X(f) <=> x(t) via the Fourier transform. Clearly, if 
y(t) = x(t-t0), then R"y(r) = S(r-t0) for any x(t). However, the inverse filter is 
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inherently unstable, so in practice we use the amplitude-modulated phase-only filter 
[Awwal et al, 1990] given here in discrete implementation 
^) = f(^-M^)D JM1 (7) x,y to \X(n)\+e V   N   J 
where Y(n) <=> y(k), X(n) <=> x(k), | • | is the magnitude operator, Z[-] is the phase 
operator, N is the number of points in both Y(n) and X(n) (they must be the same), 
and e is a small positive number that avoids division by zero, thereby eliminating the 
inherent instability of inverse filters. 
However, this filter yields a function, and we desire a metric which is at most 1, and 
at least 0. The goal is to measure the "peakiness" of R™Py(k), i.e., to measure how 
similar it is to the discrete delta function. First, define peakiness as the max{| RfP{k)\) 
k 
divided by the mean of the rest of the function. The metric is then given by 






which ensures that 0 < mCIP < 1, as desired. Equation 8 first measures the peakiness of 
R™py (k). For example, if RcJpy (k) = S(k - k0) the peak value is one and the mean of the 
rest of the function is zero, which yields a peakiness of infinity. Then, to compress the 
range of values, the logarithm base 10 is calculated, giving our example a value of 
infinity again, so that the whole denominator is equal to infinity. One is added so that the 
fraction does not yield numbers greater than one. For the example, the result of the 
11 
fraction is zero. The fraction is then subtracted from one in order to get values from zero 
to one, which yields a result of mclP = 1 for the example, as desired for a perfect match. 
Because Equation 8 is a new formulation of the CIP metric, some justification must 
be presented. Figure 2 shows plots of mCIP versus peakiness with the logarithm in the 
denominator and without it. Notice that mCIP is already at approximately 0.9 for a 
peakiness value of 10 without the logarithm, providing little distinction for peakiness 
above that value. In contrast, mCIP increases more linearly when the logarithm is 
employed, providing good distinction for a much wider range of peakiness values. 
10' 
Peakiness 
Figure 2—Graph of map versus peakiness showing need for the 
logarithm in the denominator. 
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However, the above applies to one-dimensional signals. We can get one- 
dimensional signals from the sets of edge vertices A and B by simply mapping the x-y 
coordinates of the points onto the complex plane. Then, a(k) = ahc+ jaky and 
b(k) = bkx+ jbky, which leads to a shape metric for segmentation edge B as compared to 
the master segmentation edge A : 
1 







All papers written on the CIP metric use a different calculation method, averaging the 
frequency domain results: 
m, 
_ \ j,Y(n)exp(-jZ[X(n)]) 
C!P    N£l \X(n)\+e 
(10) 
which can yield mCIP > 1 if, for example, | Y(ri) |= 21 X(ri) \ (which is still a perfect match 
since we desire a CIP metric that is invariant to shift, rotation, and scale). However, 
examples can be conceived where map > 1, according to Equation 10, without a match. 
This troubling result requires a solution and Equation 9 provides the solution used in this 
thesis. A previous method for dealing with results greater than 1 was to use the phase- 
only filter (in addition to the amplitude-modulated phase-only filter), 
C W = I>xp(M7(rt)])exp(-7Z[X(«)])exp 
71 = 0 N 
(11) 
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and then taking the minimum between the two [Awwal et al., 1990]. However, this 
procedure seems to apply the metric unequally, since for some cases it uses the 
amplitude-modulated phase-only filter, and in others it uses the phase-only filter. Also, 
the phase-only filter does not use the amplitude information, and it has been shown that 
the amplitude-modulated phase-only filter provides better discrimination [Awwal et al., 
1990]. A better solution is to measure the peakiness as introduced here. 
Again, the CIP metric only measures the similarity of the two shapes. There are 
many possible imperfections in segmentation that this metric will not capture. 
2.3.4 Multi-metrics 
The need for more than one metric has been emphasized above. In support, Power 
[Power, 2001] claims that a good evaluation of a segmentation is not possible without 
more than one metric. He shows that PPS, PDH, and CIP capture enough information to 
make a good evaluation, as indicated in the test cases shown in Figure 3. Table 1 shows 
the metric results for these flawed segmentations. The gunless case, (c), is probably the 
most revealing, although all of these cases show the need for multiple metrics. Since the 
gun is a relatively small feature (both in number of pixels occupied and number of edge 
points) PPS and PDH yield relatively good scores. Either of these metrics alone might 
indicate a very good segmentation, and the combination of them leads us to believe that 
the segmentation is very good indeed. However, CIP indicates that something is quite 
wrong. From the three of these metrics together, we surmise that most of the 
segmentation is correct, but some prominent feature is either missed or added. 
14 
Missing from Power's work is a method for using the metrics together. It is not clear 
how to determine whether some of the flawed segmentations are better than others. Since 
identifying the best segmentation algorithms is the goal of this thesis, methods for using 
these three metrics together are outlined in Section 3.7. 
(a) 
(b) (c) (d) 
(e) W (g) 
Figure 3—Test cases of flawed segmentations 
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Table 1 
Metric Evaluation of Test Cases 
Test Case PDH PPS CIP 
a) ideal 1.00 1.00 1.00 
b) scaled 0.00 0.26 0.69 
c) gunless 0.92 0.90 0.06 
d) bottomless/gunless 0.47 0.73 0.07 
e) offset gunless 0.02 0.40 0.14 
f) noise edges 0.30 0.85 0.38 
g) rotated 0.03 0.27 0.77 
2.4 Segmentation Evaluation Studies 
There is a surprising lack of studies that evaluate image segmentation algorithms. 
Many segmentation algorithms have been written for SAR and other imagery systems, 
but most such algorithms have been evaluated by subjective visual inspection (mainly by 
their authors). The evaluation of SAR image segmentation has been particularly beset by 
the difficulty of obtaining ground truth. Weisenseel uses percent pixels different to 
evaluate the performance of his algorithm [Weisenseel et al., 1999]. To do so, he 
compares his algorithm to hand segmented SAR images and then compares his scores 
with another SAR image segmentation algorithm. However, he does not use multiple 
metrics, and it is not clear that the hand segmentations have been produced in any sort of 
careful way (in contrast with the master segmentations introduced in Section 3.4). The 
other three algorithms considered in this thesis, much like many existing algorithms, were 
not evaluated in any objective way. 
Hoover et al. [Hoover et al, 1996] suggest a valid study of segmentation algorithms 
must use multiple metrics, a significant number of real images, and ground truth for those 
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images. Several segmentation algorithms for range imagery (laser range finder and light 
scanner images) are evaluated, but most of the metrics used are not appropriate for SAR 
imagery, and the framework for making judgments based on these metrics is complex. 
Furthermore, pixel-level ground truth data for SAR images is generally not available. 
Range imagery is much less speckled than SAR imagery, so hand segmentation (used by 
Hoover et al. for ground truth) is likely to yield good results. No comprehensive study of 
SAR image segmentation algorithms meeting the criteria outlined by Hoover et al. has 
yet been performed. Consequently, the framework for evaluating SAR image 
segmentation has not yet been defined. Power [Power, 2001] establishes that multiple 
metrics are required and gives appropriate metrics to use, but criteria for making 
judgments are missing. However, it is hinted that the performance of an algorithm should 
be compared to the performance of a human, a technique which is expanded upon 
through the use of what is called the Human Threshold (Section 3.6). 
2.5  The Algorithms 
This section reviews the operation of the four algorithms, and suggests 
improvements. The first algorithm is from the University of Minnesota, and is referred to 
in this thesis as the UM algorithm. The second algorithm is from Boston University, and 
is referred to here as the BU algorithm. The third and fourth algorithms are both from the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, so they are referred to here by their primary 
authors initials, AK, and AT, respectively. These algorithms were chosen as samples of 
recent SAR image segmentation algorithms by the sponsor of this work, AFRL/SNAT. 
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2.5.1 Knowledge-Based Segmentation (UM) 
The main idea of this algorithm [Haker et al.] is to calculate the likelihood that a 
pixel belongs to each segmentation class and then to choose the class which corresponds 
to the maximum a posteriori (MAP) likelihood. This algorithm requires a priori 
information about the probability of each class and assumes a uniform probability for 
each class in each pixel location. Unfortunately, because of speckle in SAR images, 
simply choosing the class which corresponds to the MAP likelihood yields a speckled 
segmentation, which is undesirable. The algorithm combats this difficulty by 
anisotropically smoothing the posterior probabilities. This complicated smoothing 
operation is based on the partial differential equation for affine heat flow and has been 
used for MRI—another imaging system which has inherent speckle. The algorithm is 
based on the assumption that the pixel intensity values (SAR magnitude data) are 
normally distributed, which is not necessarily valid. SAR magnitude pixel intensities 
have been shown to match quite closely to Weibull distributions [Weisenseel et al., 
1999]. However, the algorithm nonetheless achieves acceptable results. 
2.5.1.1 How it works 
Let I be the matrix of smoothed pixel intensities (this algorithm smoothes the 
original intensities slightly before performing the statistical calculations) that make up the 
SAR magnitude image, and let She the matrix of class values that truly segment the 
image (i.e., S,„ „ e {l,2,.. JV} where JV is the number of classes present in the image). 
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Given that the pixel intensities for each class are distributed normally, the conditional 





where /uc and a
2 are the mean and variance of class c, respectively, and x is the sample 
realization of the random variable I„, „. These parameters can be estimated from pre- 




where x is the actual pixel intensity observed in the image at location (m,ri). In practice 
we ignore the denominator, since it is a constant with respect to c. Now let Pc be the 
matrix of posterior probabilities for class c. Smoothing is now accomplished with the 
affine heat flow partial differential equation (details are omitted here because they are not 
essential to the operation of the algorithm, although this smoothing is a unique aspect of 
this algorithm). The final segmentation estimate is 
Sm,„=arg|max(p
c„,>n)}, (14) 
where Pc is the smoothed Pc 
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2.5.1.2 Improvements 
An improvement that the authors made to the algorithm was running it on several 
target chips consecutively and using the smoothed posteriors as new priors for the next 
image. This is a powerful idea, but the real world does not deliver SAR images of the 
same exact area in sequence (since SAR systems do not operate as video). However, it is 
possible to run this algorithm on the same image iteratively to learn the priors, which is 
an improvement implemented in this thesis. To implement this, the algorithm simply 
takes the smoothed posterior probabilities and uses them as the prior probabilities to 
perform the calculation again. The number of iterations is called "relooks;" see Section 
3.2.1 for more information. It is apparent that this modification to the algorithm offers 
some improvement since the best performing parameterization of the UM algorithm (see 
Section 3.2.1) uses six relooks (as opposed to only one if it offered no improvement) but 
a comprehensive study of the improvement offered by this modification was beyond the 
scope of this thesis. 
2.5.2 Markov Random Field Segmentation (BU) 
This algorithm is also heavily based in statistics [Weisenseel et al., 1999]. In fact, it 
is somewhat more rigorous than the UM algorithm, but its approach to the speckle 
problem is different. Instead of simply finding Pe according to the Bayesian solution and 
then using some sort of smoothing, this algorithm uses Markov Random Fields (MRF) to 
mitigate the speckle by enforcing the MRF on the prior probabilities. It does so by 
essentially penalizing (i.e., assigning lower probability to) differences between classes of 
neighboring pixels in some fashion. This procedure gives a more rigorous statistical 
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solution which has the potential to include more prior information (e.g., target pixels 
should be in front of shadow pixels) in the form of anisotropic penalties. Unfortunately, 
the authors are unable to realize this potential because of technical difficulties in finding 
the solution. Because the priors vary as a function of the classes of the pixel neighbors, 
the entire image must be segmented at once by solving the resulting simultaneous non- 
linear equations, which mandate some sort of non-linear optimization method such as 
gradient descent or simulated annealing. This optimization is either prohibitively slow or 
less than optimal (if steps are taken to reduce the complexity and arrive at a solution in a 
timely manner). One of the steps the authors take to reduce complexity is to make the 
penalties isotropic. This simplification allows an extension to a continuous mapping, 
which provides a mathematically simpler solution to the simultaneous non-linear 
equations (Quasi-Newton optimization). The results are then in the form Pc and the final 
segmentation is achieved in the same way as in Equation 14 above. 
2.5.2.1  How it works 
This section discusses the isotropic solution, since this is the form of the algorithm 
tested here. As before, let I be the matrix of pixel intensities (this time with no initial 
smoothing), N be the number of classes present, and Sbe the true segmentation matrix 
we wish to estimate. To make the notation less cumbersome, we reshape the matrices 
I and S into vectors y and x, respectively, so that I„, „ = yt and S„, n = xj. The 
distribution of pixel intensities conditioned on the class is given by the Weibull 
distribution 
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where a(x;) and /?(x,) are the scale and shape parameters respectively for class 
x, e {l,2,...iV}. These parameters are determined experimentally by examining human 
segmented SAR images and using a maximum likelihood criterion for parameter 
evaluation. The authors demonstrate the goodness of fit for target, shadow, and 
background classes, and the distributions match the histograms quite closely. Assuming 
that all the data pixels are conditionally independent (conditioned on the class of each 
pixel) the distribution of the entire image is given by P(y | x) = ]~[-P(.y, \xt). Now the 
MRF is imposed in the prior and is given the distribution 
r \ 
P(x) = —exp SE(^-^)-i) 2 (16) J 
where Z is a normalizing constant, a is a constant which controls the sharpness of the 
distribution (which in turn controls the smoothness of the segmentation), r\i is the set of 
indices of pixels which border pixel /', and 8 is the discrete delta function. The function 
after the summations penalizes differences in class for neighboring pixels. Notice that if 
Xi±x- there is a penalty of-1, which assumes both homogeneity (penalties the same 
throughout the entire image) and isotropy (penalties the same for differences in all 
neighbors). The set 77, is chosen to be the four neighbors above, below, to the right, and 
to the left of pixel i. 
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The authors state without proof that the posterior probability P(x | y), which is to be 
maximized over all possible values of x, is proportional to exp(-#(x | y)), where 
#(x|y) = X 




What is somewhat difficult to see in this equation is the dependency of the class of one 
pixel on the classes of the pixels surrounding it. This dependency prevents us from 
performing Bayes' rule on each pixel separately (as in Equation 13 above) and thus 
requires non-linear optimization. To simplify the optimization, the authors allow each 
element of the segmentation map xi to be continuous. However, a simple continuous 
extension in scalar form presents a distance problem. For example, if there are three 
classes, class 3 is closer to class 2 than to class 1, since 3 —2 = 1<3 —1 = 2. An elegant 
solution is to make each element of the segmentation map a vector of length N . Class 1 
is then indicated by the vector (l,0,0)r and the other classes are similarly unit vectors in 




Using this new prior in Equation 17, the following function must be minimized: 
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#(x|y) = Z 
y,  ^ 
a(x,-). • (19) 
This function allows the use of a gradient descent algorithm (e.g., Quasi-Newton 
optimization). The isotropy and homogeneity of the penalty function along with the 
extension to a continuous vector-valued segmentation map allow the use of a relatively 
fast non-linear optimization method that is guaranteed to find the minimum because H is 
now a convex function. 
The optimization yields an estimate x for x, which is a vector of vector values. If 
we reshape it into a matrix P corresponding to the original image (in the same way we 
reshaped the original image into a vector), then we obtain a matrix of vector values, each 
of length TV . Let Pc for all c e {l,2,..JV} be the matrix of scalar values located in the 
cth element of each vector in P. This Pc is the same as in Section 2.5.1.1, and the 
algorithm simply uses Equation 14 (without smoothing) to generate a final segmentation. 
The reason we arrive at the same Pc is that the cth element of the vectors in x can be 
thought of as the probability that a pixel came from class c based on the transfer to 
continuous vectors. This view is convenient and would not have been possible without 
the conversion. 
2.5.2.2 Improvements 
There are eight pixels surrounding a single pixel and the inclusion of the pixels on 
the diagonals might enhance the performance of the isotropic algorithm. This inclusion 
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would also make the solution more complicated, but aside from perhaps increasing the 
time it would take to get a solution, it should not affect the concavity of H, so this 
change could be made rather simply, although it was not implemented in this thesis. 
Additionally, the MRF penalty function and related probabilities are generated in a 
somewhat ad-hoc fashion. It should be possible to analyze a set of segmented images and 
determine even more rigorously some appropriate values for the penally function. One 
could estimate the probability that a pixel is from a different class than its neighbor by 
taking the number of pixels with different neighbors and dividing by the total number of 
pixels. More detailed analysis could even yield better anisotropic information. These 
studies were not performed in this thesis, so the MRF penalty function given here is used. 
2.5.3 Multi-scale Based Segmentation (AK) 
The main idea behind this method of segmentation [Kim and Krim, 1999] is a new 
model of the original SAR image. This model yields a vector, called the evolution 
vector, for each pixel of the original image and a simple maximum likelihood detector is 
then used to determine to which class the pixel belongs. Because the novelty of this 
method is in the model, and not the rest of the algorithm, this section focuses on the 
model. The power of the model is its ability to capture texture information in the form of 
the correlation between pixels of different scale. Note that this model does not use a 
wavelet transform, but pixels in coarser scales are averages (or just sums) of their 
offspring pixels in the finer scales. 
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2.5.3.1 How the model works 
Let Q[ be the matrix of complex SAR data. We start with complex data because the 
phase information is important in generating the scales (adding complex numbers yields 
much different results than adding magnitudes). The unity subscript denotes the finest 
scale image, and coarser scale images are denoted with subscripts greater than one. The 
coarser resolutions are generated by 
2m+l 2H+1 
i~2m j=2n 
The recursion is performed L -1 times where L is the total number of scales employed. 
The recursion is realistic in that the coarser scales are estimates of the actual radar returns 
the sensor would receive operating at a coarser resolution. The phase information present 
in the set {Q/}'l, is not needed, so we designate a new set of images {i,}^ given by 
ll(m,n) = 20\og(s+\Q,(m,n)\), (21) 
where £ is a small positive number such that the argument of log is greater than 0, and if 
we take s = 1 we can constrain the resulting l,(m,ri) to be greater than or equal to 0, 
which may be convenient for image viewing purposes. We now have a multi-scale set of 
images, but we desire a measure of the evolution from one scale to the next. The authors 
introduce an auto-regressive model. First, define a coarse scale operator £ (which will 
be helpful in selecting out pixels of coarser scales) as 
CXm>n) = 
m n (22) 
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where |~.~| represents the greatest integer function, and i is the number of scales to be 
traversed. For example, if we wish to find the next coarser scale ancestor of pixel (3,3), 
we use £, (3,3) ■ = (1,1) which is expected because pixels (2,2); (2,3); (3,2); 
and (3,3) in the finer scale all share the ancestor (1,1) in the coarser scale (here the 
indices start at 0), and (1,1) will be the result for any of those indices. The scale auto- 
regressive model can be written 
I,(m,n) = alfi+El(m,n) + Yial3,l,+I (£, (m, n)), (23) 
i=i 
where R is the order of regression and E,(m,ri) is a zero mean white noise process 
similar to modeling error. The set {a,ti}*=0 is constant with respect to (m,ri) and indicate 
the linear dependencies between different scales. Since this model is used to classify 
different segmentation classes, we include another parameter c which allows different 
models for different classes: 
I; (m, n) = a, 0 c + E, (m, n) + £ alic\l+i (£, (m,«)) . (24) 
;=1 
The auto-regressive coefficients are now determined by minimizing the energy in 
E,(m,n) using the least squares criterion 
f 
«/,c = arg< min X 
m,n 
1\ 






where a, c = (a, 0c,a,, c,...,a, R C)
T. This vector characterizes the evolution in scale of an 
entire image. To obtain a different characterization for every pixel, we simply use a 
window of pixels around (m,n) and develop the evolution vector for that window as if it 
were a separate image. If we define a window as the K pixels on every side of pixel 
(m,n), then 
a/(w,«) = arg- mm 




1/ (i, j) ~ fl/,o - Z a/,*I/+* (^t (*> ■/)) 
t=i yj 
, (26) 
where a,(m,n) is the estimate of the regression vector for the window centered at (m,ri). 
Finally, we obtain a complete representation of the total linear dependencies of the pixels 
in a window around pixel (m,ri) at scale 1 using 
yim,n)=^\{m,n)\k2{min)\..AL_lim,n)), (27) 
which is a vector value for each pixel in the finest scale image. This vector has a multi- 
variate Gaussian distribution for the terrain types that the authors examined, which 
facilitates analysis. We now take this vector representation of the SAR image and use a 
detection process to determine the segmentation. 
2.5.3.2 Improvements 
This particular multi-scale representation may be simple to calculate (averages are 
readily found), but perhaps more information would be available in a more traditional 
wavelet transform. Wavelet transforms can be fast and have the ability to capture not 
only texture but also directional texture. Since there are many different wavelet 
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transforms available, we have additional flexibility, although selection of an optimal 
wavelet transform is somewhat ad-hoc. 
The difficulty of finding regression vectors might be mitigated by using a technique 
other than auto-regression to generate a vector. Perhaps the correlation throughout the 
scales can be measured in a simpler way. 
Neither of these improvements have been implemented in this thesis. 
2.5.4 Curve Evolution Based Segmentation (AT) 
This algorithm seeks to maximize the difference between some statistic (which could 
be vector valued) inside the curve and outside the curve, and it is generally invariant to 
the initial placement of the curve (a common problem with many curve evolution 
algorithms) [Yezzi et al.]. This procedure is reminiscent of the Fisher linear discriminant, 
which seeks to optimally separate two classes based on their means and variances. The 
AT algorithm is attractive because it avoids the windowing problem completely. Its 
statistic is calculated for all pixels inside the curve and for all pixels outside the curve. 
The window issue never arises because the curve itself is a sort of window. 
Unfortunately, noise (or speckle) in an image may be problematic, but by adding a 
penalty for the total length of the curve, speckle effects are dealt with rather nicely. 
2.5.4.1  How it works 
The workings of this algorithm are steeped in optimization mathematics because the 
optimal curve must be found, and the only way to do so is to minimize some energy 
function of the curve. The energy function used is described below, but the details of the 
optimization are omitted. Suppose that an image has only two classes; images with more 
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than two classes are dealt with by a hierarchical segmentation whereby the algorithm 
segments the most prominent feature, then the second most, and so on. If we have a 




where u and v are the values of the statistic inside the curve and outside the curve, 
respectively. As mentioned, the minimization is quite sensitive to speckle, so we add a 
term which penalizes the arc-length of the curve. The new energy to be minimized is 
E = --\\u-vf+a\ds, (29) 
2 * *■ c 
where a is a constant which controls the amount of penalty and C is the curve. 
Although this penalty keeps the optimization from homing in on small areas of speckle to 
achieve minor decreases in energy, the tradeoff (which can be controlled by a) is that it 
may round off corners. Note that the statistic used affects the optimization equation, 
since the gradient of the statistic will be a factor. 
2.5.4.2 Improvements 
There is not much to improve in this algorithm because it is highly flexible in that it 
can be used with any statistic, as long as the statistic discriminates between the classes. 
However, non-linear optimization makes it difficult to readily change statistics, since 
most non-linear optimizations require the gradient, which may not be easy to determine. 
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3   Methodology 
This chapter describes how the tests were conducted. The goal was to perform the 
tests fairly and objectively. Differences in the algorithms sometimes prevented perfect 
fairness, but lack of fairness was mitigated as much as possible. This chapter discusses 
the data used for algorithm testing, the parameters used for each algorithm, the master 
segmentations used for comparisons, calculation of the metrics, calculation of the Human 
Threshold, and determination of the best algorithm. 
3.1  The Data Set 
Large clutter scenes from the publicly available Moving and Stationary Target 
Acquisition and Recognition (MSTAR) data set [DARPA] were originally selected. 
These large clutter scenes are representative of the sort of images that the Air Force needs 
to have segmented automatically (because they are the kinds of scenes encountered in the 
real world). But evaluation depends on having good human segmentations, which 
presented a series of problems. First, it was extremely difficult and time consuming to 
segment out such large scenes (it could take a day to segment out just one class in a 
scene). Second, because it takes so long to segment out even one scene, only four or five 
could be made part of the test, which makes the test less meaningful because a sample 
average of scores over a number of images is obviously more meaningful with a larger 
sample. Third, large clutter scenes contain many different classes such as roads, 
shadows, trees, grass, buildings, etc. (some of these classes are nearly indistinguishable, 
e.g., roads and shadow), and with five or more classes, statistical separation is likely to be 
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smaller than with only three classes. Fourth, the size of the scenes requires large 
computer resources: as with any image processing algorithm, bigger images require more 
memory and run time. 
For the above reasons, this thesis uses MSTAR target chips, which are small 
(128x128 pixels) and thus do not take excessively long to run. They are composed 
simply of target, shadow, and background, with only one target and one shadow, which 
makes them extremely simple to segment for humans. Instead of days each image takes a 
human no more than ten or fifteen minutes to segment, which means that a larger number 
of images can be used for the test, and in turn makes the test more meaningful. Twenty 
images were used; all are real SAR images of a T72 tank taken from the same elevation 
but different azimuths. The images are shown in Figures 15-34 in the Appendix. 
The raw SAR magnitude data has a relatively low contrast. Therefore, for viewing 
purposes, the magnitudes to the % power are used here, i.e., id = i
l/* where i is the raw 
SAR magnitude intensity of a pixel and id is the displayed intensity, which gave better 
contrast. This transformation also increased the separation between the probability 
density functions of the three classes under the Gaussian assumption, so the UM 
algorithm received these display intensities as opposed to the raw SAR magnitude 
intensities. Figures 3 and 4 show the probability density functions for the raw 
magnitudes and for the display magnitudes under the Gaussian assumption. Of course, 
since the VA power operation is not linear, we would not expect the display intensities to 
remain Gaussian. However, since the raw intensities are not Gaussian initially 
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The BU algorithm received the raw magnitude data because the Weibull parameters that 
the authors calculated are based on raw magnitude data. Thus using the display data 
would require recalculation of the Weibull parameters, and it is not clear that the 
probability density functions would remain Weibull functions. Since this algorithm is 
based on a more rigorous statistical model of the data, the data should not be changed. 
The AK algorithm also received the raw data. It uses phase and magnitude data to 
calculate the multiple scales, so it would be inappropriate to use the V* power in this 
instance also. But this algorithm does discard the phase data after all the scales are 
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generated and then uses the decibel form of the magnitudes. Experiments using the lA 
power magnitudes instead of the decibel magnitudes were not conducted but might 
achieve improved results. 
The AT algorithm received the % power intensities for the same reasons as the UM 
algorithm, i.e., since the % power intensities separate the means of the classes better, it 
should produce better results. 
The different magnitude data given to the algorithms does not spoil the objectivity of 
the comparison. In a sense, using the % power intensities is an improvement, which was 
implemented in the algorithms for which it was appropriate (UM, AT) and not 
implemented for the others (BU, AK) since it was not appropriate for them. 
3.2 Algorithm Parameters 
Each of the algorithms requires parameters. For example, UM requires the mean and 
variance of each class in addition to parameters such as the number of initial smoothings, 
number of posterior smoothings, etc. Some of these parameters are very straightforward, 
such as mean and variance of the pixel intensities in each class, which were estimated 
from the data and input into the algorithm's code. Other parameters are ad-hoc and are 
therefore not straightforward, so a pseudo-boot-strapping approach was used. In this 
approach, the algorithm was first run several times with different ad-hoc parameters until 
the best-looking (to my eye) segmentations were found. Then a range of these ad-hoc 
parameters around what looked best was selected. Finally, each parameter in the range 
was treated as a separate algorithm—that is, all of them were allowed to compete, hence 
the term "pseudo-boot-strapping". In this way, the process was relatively unbiased. 
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What follows is a description of the parameter-based procedures for each of the 
algorithms. 
3.2.1 UM Parameters 
As described briefly above, the UM algorithm requires the mean and variance of 
each class, since it is a Bayesian detector that uses a Gaussian assumption for the pixel 
intensities in each class. To obtain the required values, a binary mask for each class and 
for each image was created from the master segmentations. These masks each had a 
value of 1 for every pixel in the class of interest and a value of 0 for every pixel outside 
the class of interest (for three classes and twenty images, 60 masks were required). It was 
then a trivial matter to calculate the sample mean and sample variance for each class in 




*<-- TM, ■ (31) 
where juc and a] are the sample mean and variance for class c, I is the three 
dimensional array formed by stacking the 20 images, the <8> operator is a point by point 
multiplication of two arrays, Mc is the three dimensional array of the 20 binary masks for 
class c, and the indices /, j, k run over the entire 128x128x20 array. 
One might argue that a truer test would be to calculate the sample mean and sample 
variance from a different set of images. However, since this procedure would not yield a 
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significantly different number (because of the large number of pixels used) and since it 
would require human segmentations of all of those other images, the 20 test images were 
used. 
In addition to the mean and variance of each class, UM requires several ad-hoc 
parameters. The first is the number of relooks, which is the number of times that the 
algorithm calculates and smoothes the posterior probabilities, then uses the posteriors as 
the next set of priors. For example, if relooks were set to 2, the algorithm would start 
with priors of 1/3 for every class and at every pixel, calculate and smooth the posterior 
probabilities (relook number 1), use the new posterior probabilities as priors, again 
calculate and smooth the posterior probabilities (relook number 2), and use these 
posteriors to determine the class of each pixel. This parameter is particular to this thesis, 
since it is a slightly different implementation of the algorithm than that described by 
Haker et al. See Section 2.5.1.2 for more details. 
The next two parameters are somewhat similar to each other, so they are treated 
together. These parameters are initial smoothings and posterior smoothings, which are 
the number of times that the smoothing filter (see Section 2.5.1.1) is run on either the 
image (in the case of the initial smoothings) or on the posteriors (in the case of the 
posterior smoothings). For example, if initial smoothings is set to 2 and posterior 
smoothings is set to 8, the algorithm smoothes the initial image, smoothes it again, 
performs its calculation of the posteriors, and then smoothes the "image" of posteriors for 
each of the three classes eight times. 
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The algorithm was run a number of times for these ad-hoc parameters, which were 
changed every time until what looked (to my eye) to be the best segmentations were 
found. Then, a range around the set of parameters was used, as listed in Table 2. 







1 1 2 8 
2 1 2 12 
3 1 4 8 
4 1 4 12 
5 3 2 8 
6 3 2 12 
7 3 4 8 
8 3 4 12 
9 6 2 8 
10 6 2 12 
11 6 4 8 
12 6 4 12 
13 10 2 8 
3.2.2 BU Parameters 
Like UM, BU also requires some statistical parameters that are not ad-hoc. Since 
BU operates under the Weibull assumption instead of the Gaussian assumption, the 
calculation of these parameters is more complicated. However, one of the authors 
provided the parameters that he used, and they were optimized for MSTAR target chips, 
so these parameters, listed in Table 3, were chosen. 
There is only one ad-hoc parameter to adjust for this algorithm: the penalty, which 
indicates how stiffly the algorithm penalizes differences in classes between neighboring 
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Shadow 0.0202 1.3058 
Background 0.0542 1.7655 
Target 0.2182 0.9932 
pixels. It can be viewed as how much smoothing the algorithm uses, although it is not 
strictly smoothing. Again, the algorithm was run numerous times using different values 
for the penalty until the best-looking set of segmentations were found. Then a range of 
values was chosen and the different parameterizations of the algorithm were allowed to 
compete. The values for penalty are listed in Table 4. 








3.2.3 AK Parameters 
Because the AK algorithm also uses pixel-by-pixel detection methods to decide pixel 
class, it too requires some statistical parameters for each class. However, the value at 
each pixel is transformed into a vector, and the vector is dependent on an ad-hoc 
parameter, window size. Since the vector changes with changing window size, the 
statistical parameters for each class also change for each window size, which means that 
the statistical parameters must be recalculated for every window size. Unfortunately, 
time constraints prohibited doing so for as large a number of window sizes as desired 
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(since we are dealing with vectors, the calculations become very time consuming). So for 
this algorithm window sizes of 17 (17x17), 23 (23x23), and 33 (33x33) were used, where 
each of these window sizes had a vector mean and covariance matrix for each of the three 
classes. 
The smallest window size the authors used in their work was 33. This algorithm was 
really designed for much larger scenes than 128x128, so it is somewhat dangerous to go 
much below this size. However, the test images used here are only 128x128, which 
means that a window size of 33x33 is already larger than one sixteenth of the image, so 
larger windows use too much of the image. Therefore, half this size, 17, was chosen; 
however, the segmentations resulting from a window size of 17 were sufficiently poor to 
warrant consideration of another window size, so a window size of 23 was chosen. In the 
future, perhaps every odd window size between one and 63 could be evaluated for a more 
thorough test. 
Additionally, the windowing used in the AK algorithm presents another minor 
problem: pixels near the edge of the image do not have enough neighbors to provide 
pixels for the entire window. The solution used here is to simply reflect the image about 
its edges to the extent necessary. 
3.2.4 AT Parameters 
Because the AT algorithm uses no underlying statistical assumptions, it needs no 
statistical parameters of any kind, but it is not without ad-hoc parameters. The first and 
most important of these is a, which is the curvature penalty. Like most of the other ad- 
hoc parameters, the algorithm was run with different parameters until the best looking 
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segmentations were found, then a range around that parameter was chosen. The second 
parameter is not really a parameter but a choice of mode. The algorithm can run in local 
mode, which means that instead of calculating the mean inside the whole contour and 
outside the whole contour, it only goes inside the contour a few pixels. This mode can 
help the algorithm in situations where the interior of an object to be segmented is highly 
irregular (such as the target). When operating in local mode, a third parameter is needed. 
The band size tells how many pixels away from the contour to use in calculating the 
mean. Table 5 lists the parameters and modes used here. 
Table 5—AT Parameters 
Run Alpha Local mode Band size 
1 300 NO - 
2 400 NO - 
3 500 NO - 
4 600 NO - 
5 700 NO - 
6 300 YES 
7 400 YES 
8 500 YES 
9 600 YES 
10 700 YES 
11 300 YES 2 
12 400 YES 2 
13 500 YES 2 
14 600 YES 2 
15 700 YES 2 
16 300 YES 3 
17 400 YES 3 
18 500 YES 3 
19 600 YES 3 
20 700 YES 3 
Additionally, although not a parameter to be changed, the way in which the 
algorithm was executed is important. Here, a hierarchical version of the code is used, 
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which means that instead of evolving two different contours simultaneously, it first 
segmented out the target, then blocked out the target pixels with a mask and looked for 
the shadow. This is the only version of the algorithm that worked. The only problem 
with the hierarchical version of the code is in the initialization of the contours. In order 
to run this algorithm in a fully automated way, the image must be seeded with small 
contours spread equally and covering the entire image. The algorithm failed to segment 
out the target when this type of initialization was used because a single contour that 
enclosed the target was required. Thus this initial contour was chosen to be quite large 
(approximately 60x60 pixels) compared to the size of the image, but this choice still 
essentially gave the algorithm some information about where the target was located. The 
algorithm then attempted to segment out the shadow by not looking at any pixel that was 
enclosed by the target contour. For this half of the algorithm to work, the initial contour 
for the shadow must not enclose any of the target pixels (otherwise the part of the contour 
touching the target pixels did not move), so an initial contour that nearly enclosed the 
shadow and was above the target was chosen. This choice again gave some location 
information to the algorithm. Although this location information is vague for both the 
target and the shadow, and although the same initial contours are used for every image, it 
cannot be totally discounted. Future work should have AT run in a fully automated 
mode. 
3.3 Algorithm Outputs 
The outputs must be briefly discussed because they are different for the different 
algorithms, and therefore they have been treated differently. The first three algorithms 
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(UM, BU, AK) all produce the same kind of output. The final segmented image is a 
128x128 matrix with values of either 1 (shadow), 2 (background), or 3 (target). Since 
they are pixel-by-pixel classifications, any edge drawn around any particular class (for 
the purposes of some of the metric calculations—see Section 3.5) follows the pixel edges 
and therefore looks somewhat less smooth than desired. The AT algorithm does not 
perform a pixel-by-pixel classification, so its output is different. It gives a contour 
around the target and another contour around the shadow. This means that it has already 
drawn the edge, and it does not necessarily have to follow any pixel edges. It is easy to 
find which pixels are enclosed by the contour, so the PPS metric can still be calculated. 
But the somewhat less smooth nature of the edges given by the first three algorithms may 
slightly affect their scores for the PDH and CIP metrics, since they measure shape. The 
methodology for calculating the metrics will be discussed further in Section 3.5. 
The advantage for AT is not unfair because this algorithm performs image 
segmentation in a fundamentally different way than the other algorithms (i.e., curve 
evolution). If the difference yields a better result, so be it. 
3.4 Master Segmentations 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, there is almost no truth data available for these SAR 
images. The difficulty in objective comparisons lies precisely in this problem. In order 
to generate meaningful metrics, the segmentations generated by an algorithm must be 
compared to other segmentations. To this end, I generated a set of master segmentations. 
All twenty images were slowly and painstakingly segmented by hand, then the 
segmentations were reviewed and edited. This was done until the segmentations were as 
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good as they could be. An expert in the field of SAR image segmentation (Dr. Gregory 
Power, who has been looking at MSTAR target chips for many years) reviewed the 
segmentations and he concurred that they were good. 
A more thorough method of generating master segmentations would be to have 
multiple (on the order often or twenty) experts in SAR imagery look at these 
segmentations. Each expert in turn could edit the segmentations until he felt that they 
were as good as they could be, and then pass them along to the next expert. Once all of 
the experts review the segmentations, the process could be repeated continually until all 
of the experts are satisfied. Alternatively, all the experts could be gathered in one room 
and the changes could be voted on. Once no more changes are voted, a final vote could 
determine whether the majority of experts were satisfied with all of the segmentations. 
Perhaps future work can attain this goal. Because of time limitations, this thesis did not 
produce such master segmentations (one cannot simply ask a group of experts to 
participate in such a study and hope that they will all finish their tasks in a timely 
manner: such a process could take a year or more). Since the composition of the images 
is so simple, it is likely that the master segmentations used here are close to the truth. 
Figures 37-56 in the Appendix show the master segmentations of all twenty images. This 
thesis assumes that the master segmentations may be accepted as truth data. 
3.5 Metric Calculation 
The calculation of the metrics requires some manipulation of the segmentations. 
PPS is very straightforward to calculate, and requires little manipulation. Since it is a 
pixel mass metric, it requires that the segmentations have each pixel labeled as shadow, 
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background, or target. The UM, BU, and AK algorithms already meet this requirement 
by their nature. The human segmentations and the AT segmentations have contours and 
do not expressly label each pixel, but this is not a problem because the pixels that have 
their centers enclosed by the contours can be found (the function ROIPOLY in Matlab's 
Image Processing Toolbox does this very easily). We can then label the pixels with the 
proper class. The PPS calculation then proceeds as detailed in Section 2.3.1. 
The PDH calculation requires some more manipulation. First, the human 
segmentations produce single shapes for both the target and the shadow, and PDH needs 
the same number of shapes in both segmentations it compares. When a segmentation 
does not produce a single shape, the single largest shape is selected, and the comparison 
is performed on that shape only. This outcome is also true for the CIP metric, since it too 
requires the same number of shapes for comparison. Because of the multi-metric 
approach, the results are not skewed since PPS is looking at all the regions, not just the 
largest one. 
Besides needing the same number of shapes, PDH needs contours with the same 
number of points in them for fair evaluation. For the UM, BU, and AK algorithms, after 
choosing the largest region, the contour that encloses the pixels in that region is found. 
Once the algorithms have found contours, we ensure that every contour has the same 
number of points (1024 for the sake of completeness) by angular sampling [Power and 
Awwal, 2000]. We first find the center of mass in the master segmentation, and then, 
using that same point for all the algorithms, we sample the contour at 1024 different 
angles (0 to 2K) from the center point. In general, this produces a much denser 
sampling of the contour than the original number of vertices in the contour. 
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However, this process of angular sampling is not without pitfalls, i.e., certain shapes 
are not sampled completely. The problem is that the center of mass may not "see" the 
entire contour if a shape wraps around itself, as shown in Figure 6. Fortunately, the 
master segmentations do not contain such irregularities, so at least they will be sampled 
properly. But for the algorithms that produce these types of shapes, these are grave 
irregularities, at least in terms of shape, which should be accounted for and scored 
appropriately. Because of the angular sampling process, they may actually achieve a 
better score than deserved, since the irregularities will be ignored by the angular sampling 
process. To date, there is no good way to alleviate this difficulty, although it does not 
greatly affect the results since these types of irregularities are rare, and PPS still captures 
them. Once the angular sampling is complete, the PDH metric is calculated based on the 
two sets of 1024 points as shown in Section 2.3.2, with ö = 1.25 . 
To calculate the CIP metric, angular sampling is also used to generate the same 
number of points for both segmentation contours. It is not clear whether angular 
sampling is required for the CIP metric or not. It may be possible to use equal distances 
along the curves of both segmentations to get 1024 points. The advantage would be that 
it would avoid the problem of not "seeing" the entire contour. Further work should 
determine whether or not it is necessary to use angular sampling. 
Because it is assumed that there is no difference in importance between the 
segmentation of the shadow and the segmentation of the target, the average of the scores 
for the target and shadow is used. The three scores then are the scores for the particular 
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Figure 6—Image showing pitfalls of angular sampling process: the 
stars are the original vertices, and the lines radiating from the center 
show examples of the sampling angles. Six vertices are missed. 
For every image and algorithm (including every parameter variation), we obtain a set 
of thee scores: PPS, PDH, and CIP. The scores are then averaged over all twenty images 
for each particular algorithm. As mentioned earlier, this gives stability to the metrics, 
since averaging is a smoothing operation. 
3.6 Human Threshold Calculation 
A key goal is to show whether or not any of these algorithms segment well enough to 
replace a human segmentor. It is well known that no two humans will segment the same 
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same image in the same way. In fact, it is nearly impossible for even the same person to 
segment the same image in the same way more than once. This variability in the way 
humans segment is key to understanding what level of performance is good enough to 
replace humans. We are not looking for perfect segmentations, which would be 
impossible to achieve in any case. Instead we are looking for algorithms that perform at 
least as well as humans, which suggests that there is some standard, which (if 
measurable) would be useful. The standard defined here is the Human Threshold (HT), 
which, following the multi-metric approach, is made up of a set of three scores: PPS, 
PDH, and CIP. Any algorithm that has all of its scores above the HT is declared good 
enough to replace a human segmentor. 
To calculate the HT, I segmented the twenty images by hand for a second time. 
Since it had been some time (over a month) since my first painstaking segmentation, it 
was as if I were a second person looking at the images. The segmentations were done 
quickly, but carefully. The goal was not to create a second set of master segmentations, 
but merely to segment the images as a SAR image analyst might. Additionally, another 
person, trained on this set of images, segmented the images. The metrics were calculated 
for each of these segmentations, as described in Section 3.5, comparing them with the 
master segmentations. The lower set (defined by thee-dimensional distance from the 
ideal—see Section 3.7) is the HT, as shown in Table 6. 
Table 6—Human Threshold 
PPS PDH CIP 
0.7923 0.4472 0.5067 
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Ideally, the HT would be calculated for a much larger number of people, and future 
work should take this into consideration. A large number (perhaps 100) of SAR image 
analysts should all segment these images, and their scores should be compared to a set of 
master segmentations (perhaps generated by the same analysts through the process 
discussed in Section 3.4). The lowest (also defined by three-dimensional distance from 
the ideal) set of scores would be the HT. Here, the HT listed in Table 6 is assumed valid. 
For an algorithm to be considered as good as or better than the HT, it must have 
scores equal to or greater than the HT in every metric. This distinction is important: 
because all of the metrics are needed to completely describe the quality of the 
segmentation, the HT must be met in every metric. 
3.7 Definition of Best Algorithm 
The HT may not be met by any of the algorithms. In this case we need some way to 
judge whether one algorithm produces better segmentations than the other algorithms. If 
we were using a single metric, this would be a simple matter: the largest number would 
indicate the best segmentation. However, when using multiple metrics, it is somewhat 
unclear how to make a judgment. Certainly, since our scale goes from 0 to 1 for each of 
the three metrics, a score of (1,1,1) is better than a score of (0,0,0), but we need to know 
what to do for intermediate cases, since our results will likely lie between the two 
extremes. 
We must first define the problem more clearly. The score possibilities can be 
modeled as a three-dimensional cube. To decide the best scores, we must first decide on 
surfaces of constant goodness. Then points which lie on surfaces of constant goodness 
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that are closer to ideal can be considered better than points which lie on such surfaces 
further from ideal. The surfaces may in general be difficult to determine, e.g., they may 
be application specific, and they may be highly influenced by opinion (one could easily 
imagine that highly irregular surfaces might be appropriate for some applications). Here, 
the advantages and disadvantages of three types of regular surfaces are discussed. 
The first set of surfaces of constant goodness is generated by constant Euclidean 
distance from the origin of the cube, i.e., 
G0 = ^
m2pps+m2pDH + mlip . (32) 
where G0 is the "goodness" measured from the origin and mPPS,mPDH,mCIP are the 
metric measurements for PPS, PDH, and CIP, respectively. 
This method obviously produces spheres with (0,0,0) as their center and Figure 7 
shows one of the spheres. It has a nice normalcy to it, since Euclidean distance is a 
common standard, but unfortunately, a problem with this method is that, for example, it 
sets a segmentation score of (1,0,0) equal to a segmentation score of (0.58,0.58,0.58), 
which means that although a segmentation may do very well in one metric and very badly 
in the other metrics, it is still considered to be as good as a segmentation that is adequate 
in all three. This result seems counter to the idea of multi-metrics, which says that all 
three metrics are needed for complete evaluation. Therefore, points on the sphere of 
constant goodness (defined by constant Euclidean distance from the origin of the cube) 
which are close to the sides of the cube should not be as good as points near the middle of 
the sphere, and thus Euclidean distance from the origin does not measure goodness well. 
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■\ 
Figure 7—Surface of Constant Goodness using constant 
Euclidean distance from origin 
The second set of surfaces is generated by constant average of the three metrics, i.e., 
GA 
mPPS + mPDH + mCIP (33) 
This method produces planes which are perpendicular to the line which connects the 
points (0,0,0) and (1,1,1), and one such plane is shown in Figure 8. Obviously, this 
method also has a niceness to it, since averages are easy to calculate, and it does better 
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Figure 8—Surface of Constant Goodness using average of 
three metrics 
The third set is generated by constant Euclidean distance from the ideal point, i.e., 
GI = ^-mPPS)
2 +{l-mPDHf +(\-mCIP)
2 . (34) 
This method produces spheres which are centered at (1,1,1), and Figure 9 shows one such 
sphere. It goes even further than the average method in favoring the middle of the cube, 













Figure 9—Surface of Constant Goodness using constant 
Euclidean distance from ideal 
There seems to be no clear way to determine which of the three methods is optimal 
(if any). However, since we must objectively choose a best algorithm, we must choose a 
method for reducing the dimensionality of the multiple metrics from three to one. I 
advocate using Euclidean distance from ideal simply because (in my opinion) the middle 
of the cube should be highly favored, and I do not believe that the average goes far 
enough, but certainly one could make a case for using the average instead of Euclidean 
distance from ideal. 
However, any projection into a lower dimensional space necessarily reduces the 
information, if that information truly exhibits three dimensions. This reduction is most 
expressly realized in the fact that one segmentation score may be called "better" than the 
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HT under one or many of these methods of judgment, but still not meet the HT in every 
category and thus not be called good enough to replace human segmentors. The 
temptation thus exists to declare as good enough to replace human segmentors any 
segmentation that is in a surface of constant goodness that is closer to ideal than the 
surface of constant goodness for the HT. However, it is important to remember that 
information is lost in the reduction of dimensionality. Therefore, if the question is 
whether or not a segmentation algorithm is good enough to replace a human segmentor, 
the HT must be the only guide. However, if the question is whether one algorithm is 
better than another, this thesis uses G7 to answer. 
The above argument brings another concern: if G, is a good enough measure to 
determine which algorithm is best, and we call the HT one of the algorithms, then it 
should also be a good enough measure to determine whether an algorithm is better than 
the HT. However, this statement ignores the fact that the HT is not simply an algorithm: 
it is a threshold to be crossed. Thus, comparing an algorithm to the HT through surfaces 
of constant goodness is inappropriate, because we care where on the surface of constant 
goodness the HT lies, as opposed to comparing two algorithms, when we have no such 
concern. 
3.8 Summary 
In summary, each parameter set of each algorithm is treated as a separate algorithm. 
After performing the segmentations, the metrics are calculated, averages of target and 
shadow metrics in a single image are found, and then averages of the scores over all 
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twenty images are found. This procedure produces a set of three scores for each 
parameterization of each algorithm. Also, the HT is computed, and any algorithm that 
meets or exceeds the HT is deemed good enough to replace human segmentors. If none 
of the algorithms cross the HT, then one is shown to be best using G1. 
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4   Results 
4.1 Sample Segmentations 
As a sample of the performance of the segmentation algorithms, this section shows 
the image ht>03796 (Figure 10), its master segmentation (Figure 11), and the 
segmentations produced by the best parameterizations of each of the four algorithms, 
along with the metric scores for the segmentation (Figure 12-Figure 15). Note that 
although some scores may be high enough for all three metrics to cross the HT, we are 
concerned with the average over all twenty images. All scores are averages of the target 
and shadow scores. More segmentations of this image are provided in the Appendix. 
Figure 10—SAR image ht>03796, which is a 
T72 tank (bright spot in the middle) with its 
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Figure 12—Best UM segmentation of hb03796: 
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Figure 13—Best BU segmentation of hb03796: 
PPS=0.8047, PDH=0.6436, CIP=0.4686 
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Figure 14—Best AK segmentation of hb03796: 
PPS=0.5545, PDH=0.1270, CIP=0.5110 
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Figure 15—Best AT segmentation of hb03796: 
PPS=0.8523, PDH=0.6987, CIP=0.5068 
4.2 Metric Results 
Table 7 shows the metric results for the best parameterization of each of the four 
algorithms. It also shows whether or not each algorithm meets the HT and G}, GA, and 
G0 . None of the algorithms presented in this thesis meet the HT: the AT algorithm 
comes closest, but falls slightly short on PPS. 
These results show that the AT algorithm is superior to the other three in all three 
combinations of the metrics. Additionally, a clear ranking of the algorithms is apparent: 
AT is first, BU second, UM third, and AK fourth. Clearly, since all three combinations 
of the metrics produce the same results, we are operating in a region of the cube near 
enough to the center to make the issues discussed in Section 3.7 irrelevant. The scatter 
plot in Figure 16 shows the metric results for all parameterizations of the algorithms in 
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No 0.7104 0.6082 1.0743 
the three dimensional cube defined by the metric space. More information can be 
obtained by looking at the metrics in three dimensions. The AK algorithm is clearly 
behind the others, due mainly to its very low scores in PPS and PDH. However, its CIP 
score, while still below the others, is relatively good, which leads to the conclusion that 
the AK algorithm produces shapes that are pretty good, but are badly scaled or shifted in 
some way. The BU and UM algorithms offer roughly similar performance, with BU 
leading in PPS and PDH, but UM leading in CIP. Thus, UM produces segmentations 
with better shape, but BU produces segmentations with more accurate scale and shift. 
Perhaps for some applications, one might choose UM over BU, if shape is more 
important. The AT algorithm performs better than the others in all three metrics, and 
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Figure 16—Metric results in 3D metric space: Circle=UM, Square=BU, Triangle=AK, X=AT 
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5   Conclusions 
5.1 Human Threshold Conclusions 
Unfortunately, we cannot say that any of the four tested algorithms are good enough 
to replace human segmentations. However, the results do not show that these algorithms 
are absolutely not good enough (because of limitations to the scope of the experiments). 
We can only say with certainty that none of the algorithms are good enough on the 
employed data set to exceed a particular Human Threshold according to a particular set of 
master segmentations. We can also point to experiments of the type performed as models 
for future experiments. A larger data set (i.e., more images containing more pixels) more 
representative of SAR data collected in the real world, plus more widely agreed upon 
master segmentations and a more thoroughly measured HT, may show more conclusively 
whether or not any of these algorithms can replace human segmentations. 
5.2 Metric Results conclusions 
Conclusions based on the metrics alone are less limited. We can say with certainty 
that the Curve Evolution Based AT algorithm performs better on the employed data set 
when compared to the employed master segmentations. A larger data set and more 
widely agreed upon master segmentations would likely confirm this statement. We can 
also say that if we had to choose one of these algorithms to replace a human now and 
without any further information, we would select the AT algorithm. 
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5.3 Future Work 
As discussed in Section 3.4, the master segmentations (which must be good enough 
to replace ground truth) could be improved. For example, many people who are very 
familiar with SAR imagery could participate in a test. For each image in the test set, one 
person could segment the image and pass it to another person, who could edit the first 
segmentation and pass it to yet another person. This process could be repeated until each 
person segments all the images and further repeated until no more changes are made. 
The result would constitute the master segmentations and would be as good as a group of 
humans could generate. 
The HT also could be improved. Through a similar process, each of the images 
could be segmented by the group of SAR imagery people, but this time each person could 
segment the images alone. Then the metrics could be run on all of these different 
segmentations, comparing them to the master segmentations. The lowest set of metrics 
would determine the Human Threshold. 
The CIP metric too needs work in the future. The particular formulation used here 
seems to do a good job, but there may be other solutions to the problems mentioned in 
Section 2.3.3. It may be possible to use a two-dimensional version of the CIP metric that 
would have as inputs the binary masks with ones in the segmented pixels and zeros 
elsewhere. This would also solve the problem of multiple regions presented by large 
clutter scenes (and poor segmentations). Additionally, instead of measuring peakiness, 
entropy may provide better results. 
Future experiments should also include large clutter scenes, since these are more 
representative of SAR data collected in the real world. The challenges associated with 
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using these large clutter scenes are numerous: their size alone requires powerful computer 
resources and much time for human segmentation. There are also questions about how to 
run the metrics on the multiple shapes that are sure to be in these larger images. Do we 
run the metrics on each shape individually, or do we take them as a whole in some way? 
This question is not problematic for the Percent Pixels Same metric, but for the Partial 
Directed Hausdorff and Complex Inner Product metrics it must be answered. Another 
problem with these large images is the number of classes present; there may be trees, 
shadows, grass, buildings, roads, etc. Statistical differences between some of these 
classes may be small, which limits the effectiveness of statistical algorithms. 
5.4 Thesis Contributions 
A particular contribution of this thesis is the implementation of the UM algorithm 
tested here, which learned the prior probabilities by using the smoothed posterior 
probabilities from the previous iteration of the same image. This idea was presented by 
Haker et al, but in their implementation the iterations were not conducted on the same 
image, but rather on multiple SAR images taken of the same scene. However, SAR 
images are not produced this way in real time, so the extension of the idea to one single 
image has been made here. This implementation does offer improvement over the 
implementation used by Haker et al. for a single image, since the best parameterization of 
the UM algorithm used six iterations, as opposed to one iteration, which characterizes the 
performance of the Haker et al. implementation. 
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Another contribution is the form of the CIP metric used here (see Section 2.3.3), 
which satisfies the constraint 0 < mCIP < 1 but, unlike previous methods (also discussed in 
Section 2.3.3), does not discard amplitude information to do so. 
However, the primary contribution is the establishment of testing standards for SAR 
image segmentation algorithms. Valid future tests must use a common data set, master 
segmentations, and multiple metrics, and must determine surfaces of constant goodness 
for algorithm-to-algorithm comparisons. Furthermore, determining whether the 
performance of an algorithm is sufficient to replace human segmentors requires 
calculation of the Human Threshold and any algorithm not meeting the Human Threshold 
for all metrics is not sufficient. The goal of this thesis has been achieved: the Statistical 
Curve Evolution based AT algorithm is the best of the tested algorithms, although it is 
not good enough to replace human segmentors. 
Since objective knowledge about algorithm performance is essential for algorithm 
improvement, the testing standards established here have the potential to greatly enhance 
the field of SAR image segmentation. 
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Appendix 
This appendix shows the images which comprise the data set, the master 
segmentations, sample segmentations, and the complete metric results. 
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Figure 20—hb03799 
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Figure 28—hb03807 
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Figure 35—hb03814 
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Figure 36—hb03815 




Figure 37—Master segmentation of hb03796 
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Figure 38—Master segmentation of hb03797 
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Figure 40—Master segmentation of hb03799 
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Figure 43—Master segmentation of hb03802 
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Figure 44—Master segmentation of hb03803 
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Figure 47—Master segmentation of hfc>03806 
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Figure 48—Master segmentation of hfc>03807 
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Figure 49—Master segmentation of hb03808 
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Figure 50—Master segmentation of hb03809 
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Figure 51—Master segmentation of hb03810 
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Figure 52—Master segmentation of hb03811 
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Figure 53—Master segmentation of hb03812 
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Figure 54—Master segmentation of hb03813 
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Figure 55—Master segmentation of hb03814 
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Figure 77—BU run 6 segmentation 
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Figure 80—AK run 3 segmentation 
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Figure 81—AT run 1 segmentation 
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Figure 82—AT run 2 segmentation 
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Figure 83—AT run 3 segmentation 
Figure 84—AT run 4 segmentation 
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Figure 85—AT run 5 segmentation 
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Figure 86—AT run 6 (best overall run) segmentation 
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Figure 87—AT run 7 segmentation 
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Figure 88—AT run 8 segmentation 
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Figure 90—AT run 10 segmentation 
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Figure 91—AT run 11 segmentation 
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Figure 92—AT run 12 segmentation 
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Figure 93—AT run 13 segmentation 
Figure 94—AT run 14 segmentation 
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Figure 95—AT run 15 segmentation 
Figure 96—AT run 16 segmentation 
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Figure 97—AT run 17 segmentation 
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Figure 98—AT run 18 segmentation 
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Figure 100—AT run 20 segmentation 
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Metric results 





















































































































































































No 0.7339 0.5945 1.0514 
ATI 3 0.7346 
0.4671 
0.5343 




No 0.7487 0.5794 1.0184 
ATI 5 0.6937 
0.4635 
0.5478 



























0.7937 0.5572 0.9864 
ATI 7 0.7348 
0.4487 
0.5498 
No 0.7596 0.5778 1.0216 
ATI 8 0.7206 
0.4478 
0.5279 
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